TICKETS

Thursday - Saturday $25 advance | $30/35 door
Sunday $20 advance | $25 door
Festival Pass - $125 regular | $100 student, senior, artworker, underwaged
Limited number of passes available ﬁrst come, ﬁrst served.

VENUES

ALL TICKETED CONCERTS AT
The Rock on Locke - Church of St. John the Evangelist
320 Charlton Ave. W. Hamilton
FREE / BY DONATION EVENT
Whitehern House & Garden
41 Jackson St. W. Hamilton
Zula would like to thank this year’s festival venues and partners for their collaborative,
open spirit! We’re most grateful to our exuberant volunteers! Huge thanks to Canada
Council for the Arts and The City of Hamilton for their kind ﬁnancial support!

Graphic Design by Yeşim Tosuner

Iva Bittová photo © Iva Bittová

SOMETHING
ELSE! JUNE 20–23, 2019
FESTIVAL
Newer Traditions
in Jazz & More

The Rock On Locke +
Whitehern Garden
Hamilton ON

zulapresents.org

7 – 11 PM

$25 advance
$30 /35 door

THE ROCK ON LOCKE – Church of St. John the Evangelist

320 Charlton Ave. W. Hamilton

THURSDAY JUNE 20

EARTH WIND & CHOIR (Hamilton)

INDIGENOUS MIND (Chicago)

SARAH GOOD CONDUCTRESS
VOCALISTS AMY MCINTOSH • BETH DE JONG • BILJANA VASILEVSKA • SAHRA SOUDI • JENNIFER
GREEN • KARIJN DE JONG • ALEXANDRA ZARALIS • KATIE PENROSE • HEATHER SOUTH • JESS CAREY
• BAILEY DUFF • MOLLY MERRIMAN • CARLY MARY MCLEOD • CHRISTINE URQUHART • MAC
KENZIE • JON DALTON • IAN CHALANGER • LEE SKINNER • JEFF BAKALAR • MARK RAYMOND •
KIERAN COMMANDA

HAMID DRAKE DRUMS, PERCUSSION
JOSHUA ABRAMS DOUBLE BASS, GUIMBRI
JASON ADASIEWICZ VIBRAPHONE

This ever-evolving local vocal institution introduced their fun, adventurous sound some ten ten
years ago. Conductress Sarah Good plays the choir of 15-20 dedicated creative vocalists like an
instrument, presenting idiosyncratic takes on the most beautiful, ugly and/or interesting music
the group can ﬁnd—from early polyphony to avant-pop.

YVES CHARUEST (QC)
ALTO SAXOPHONE
Proliﬁc Montreal-based alto saxophonist
“Yves Charuest runs counter to expectations for free jazz saxophonists, his
playing consistently lyrical, often understated, his brief, sometimes elliptical
lines conveying intense passion and
thought, but rarely cascades of notes or
distorted timbres. Charuest, began his
career in the 1980s and spent a creative
stretch in Europe, long ago sublimated
his inﬂuences into a distinctly personal
style.” - Stuart Broomer, The Whole
Note

The title of Alice Coltrane’s 1971 album Universal Consciousness speaks to the metaphysical
impetus behind this trio. Comprised of three of Chicago’s most vibrant musical imaginations,
Indigenous Mind is an homage to (Ms.) Coltrane’s legacy of innovation, as well as that of
Pharoah Sanders. The collective aim of Hamid Drake (William Parker, David Murray, Herbie
Hancock), Joshua Abrams (Town and Country, Natural Information Society) and Jason
Adasiewicz (Sun Rooms, Living by Lanterns) is also to render the oneness of our shared primordial energy tangible through sound.

WILLIAM HOOKER (NY)
DRUMS, PERCUSSION, POETRY
Iconoclastic drummer and poet
William Hooker’s single-minded
explorations of the drum kit have
made him one of the most vital
musicians of the past 40 years.
Hooker has found fertile ground to
cultivate moving music in a startling
variety of settings. Similarly, his
relentless expressivity, travels along
multiple channels, oﬀering a
much-needed statement of social
optimism in the arts.
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12 – 4 PM

FREE / BY DONATION

WHITEHERN HOUSE & GARDEN

41 Jackson St. W. Hamilton
THE ARCHIVES
OF ETERNITY (Toronto)
MARK HUNDEVAD VIBES, COMP.
MIKE GENNARO DRUMS
PATRICK SMITH TENOR SAXOPHONE
ANDREW FURLONG DOUBLE BASS

BRODIE WEST & HAMID DRAKE (Toronto /Chicago)
BRODIE WEST ALTO SAXOPHONE
HAMID DRAKE DRUMS, PERCUSSION

The Archives of Eternity features
stalwart Toronto improvisers Mike
Gennaro and Mark Hundevad in
vigorous conversation with emergent
voices Patrick Smith and Andrew
Furlong. The quartet conjures the spirit
of early 60’s jazz experimentalism
through an urgent hybridity that’s
irrefutably of the now.

JASON ADASIEWICZ (Chicago)
VIBRAPHONE

Following two turbulent and beautiful West Coast encounters, this duo of lauded Canadian
saxophonist West (Eucalyptus, the Ex, Han Bennink) and master percussionist Hamid Drake
(Don Cherry, Fred Anderson, William Parker, Peter Brötzmann, David Murray) continues their
inspired, multifaceted dialogue in their long-anticipated Ontario debut.

IVA BITTOVÁ (CZ / NY)

VIOLIN, VOCALS

A rare solo appearance by the great Chicago vibraphonist, his ﬁrst time back since his unforgettable performances with Sun Rooms at our inaugural festival ﬁve years ago. “Jason is a true
original with a deep sensibility for sound vibration that can be heard through his innate and
idiosyncratic approach to harmony and melody.” - Rob Mazurek

Something Else! 2019’s guest of honour Iva Bittová has a rare, ineﬀable two-fold gift. She’s
versatile enough to have collaborated with esteemed artists across the spectrum of musical
expression, yet her sonic signature remains deeply imprinted, no matter what the context. Best
described as storyteller who seldom uses discernible language, her intimate, engrossing
narratives unfold in a unique personal folk idiom of her own deriving—inspired by her northern
Moravian roots and countless other traditions.

7 – 11 PM

$25 advance
$30 /35 door

THE ROCK ON LOCKE – Church of St. John the Evangelist

320 Charlton Ave. W. Hamilton

FRIDAY JUNE 21

PICASTRO (Toronto)

HOOKER /CHARUEST/NEWSOME/ EGUILUZ (NY/Q C)

LIZ HYSEN GUITAR, PIANO,
VOCALS

WILLIAM HOOKER DRUMS, PERCUSSION
YVES CHARUEST ALTO SAXOPHONE
SAM NEWSOME SOPRANO SAXOPHONE
GERALDINE EGUILUZ VOICE, VARIOUS INSTRUMENTS

As fractured as it is stubborn, as
vulnerable as it is assertive, Picastro’s
catalog of broodingly textural songs
stretches back to 1998 and features a
number of notable contributors
surrounding bandleader Liz Hysen. As
Stuart Berman of Pitchfork says of
their recent eﬀort Exit, “Picastro
aren’t
interested
in
working
themselves up into volcanic crescendos; instead, they conjure those early
moments of a windstorm, where the
dead leaves and street debris start to
coalesce into circular patterns, though
everything could drift oﬀ at any
moment.

GILLIAM/ MILMINE/POTTIE (Toronto)
BILL GILLIAM PIANO
KAYLA MILMINE SOPRANO SAXOPHONE
AMBROSE POTTIE DRUMS

A gathering of great minds, open hearts, and unique instrumental personalities, this quartet
has been assembled speciﬁcally for Something Else! 2019. Listeners will witness a unique
convergence of these master improvisers —their varied sonic dialects coalescing into a fresh
and unpredictable conﬁguration of energy.

IVA BITTOVÁ &
HAMID DRAKE
(CZ /NY/Chicago)
IVA BITTOVÁ VIOLIN,
VOCALS
HAMID DRAKE DRUMS,
PERCUSSION

The string of surnames may read like they’re a one-oﬀ collaboration, but this Toronto trio is
anything but. Blending spontaneous invention and composition since 2015, their music
simmers with quiet, transparent possibility, even in its densest moments. In addition to having
been featured at the TD Toronto Jazz Festival and as part of Zula’s past season, they’ve
documented their lucid ensemble identity on the recording Entangled Pathways.

These revered, kindred
souls—both known for
their deft mixture of
free-spiritedness and bold
musical identity—meet again to perform for unsuspecting Hamiltonians for the very ﬁrst time.
These two fearless aural omnivores will rediscover the pidgin language they’ve honed in
several prior encounters, each bringing with them the array of sounds and traditions they have
made their own.
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2019 SOMETHING ELSE! FESTIVAL SCHEDULE
THURSDAY JUNE 20
All Ticketed Concerts at
THE ROCK ON LOCKE
Church of
St. John the Evangelist

320 Charlton Ave. W. Hamilton

Free / By Donation Event at
WHITEHERN
HOUSE & GARDEN
41 Jackson St. W. Hamilton

Tickets $20-35
Passes $100-125

FRIDAY JUNE 21
WHITEHERN
HOUSE & GARDEN
1 2 – 4 PM

Free / By Donation

SATURDAY JUNE 22

Performers listed in order of appearance

THE RO C K O N LO C KE
1 – 5 PM

1 – 4 PM

Jason Adasiewicz

Sara Schoenbeck

Joanna Duda

Brodie West & Hamid Drake

Harris Eisenstadt’s
Poschiavo 50 Ensembles

Eucalyptus

Iva Bittová

Joshua Abrams

Sam Newsome

The Archives of Eternity

zulapresents.org

$25 / 30 / 35

No Silenz

T H E R O C K O N LO C K E
7 – 11 PM

SUNDAY JUNE 23

7 – 11 PM

$20 / 25

5 – 8 PM
$20 / 25

Sourpussy

7 – 11 PM

$25 / 30 / 35

$25 / 30 / 35

$25 / 30 / 35

Earth Wind & Choir

Picastro

Tidal Pool

Yves Charuest

Gilliam/Milmine/Pottie

Eguiluz Trio

Indigenous Mind

Hooker /Charuest/
Newsome /Eguiluz

Iva Bittová

William Hooker

Iva Bittová & Hamid Drake

Indigenous Mind + Don Byron

EAR-CAM
Don Byron

zulapresents.org

1 – 5 PM

$25 advance
$30 /35 door

THE ROCK ON LOCKE – Church of St. John the Evangelist

320 Charlton Ave. W. Hamilton

SATURDAY JUNE 22

SARA SCHOENBECK (NY)

JOSHUA ABRAMS (Chicago)

BASSOON

DOUBLE BASS, GUIMBRI

Sara Schoenbeck makes her anticipated
return after having played our inaugural
festival in 2014. As an integral member of
what the Wire aptly terms the "tiny club of
bassoon pioneers" at work in contemporary
music today, she’s carefully mapped out her
own terrain on the unwieldy double reed
instrument. It’s a sound that’s been heralded
as “riveting, mixing textural experiments
with a big, conﬁdent sound,” by the none
other than the New York Times.

Joshua Abrams has been a multifaceted mainstay of the Chicago scene
for almost thirty years. In addition to
leading his own acclaimed project
Natural Information Society, he
co-founded Town and Country, who
traded in what All Music Guide dubs a
“homespun minimalism.” He’s also
member of Nicole Mitchell’s Black
Earth Ensemble, Mike Reed’s Loose
Assembly among others, was the
in-house bassist for Fred Anderson’s
Velvet Lounge. Abrams’ seemingly
insatiable curiosity anchors in numerous stylistic realms from jazz to
various more elusive experimentalisms.

HARRIS EISENSTADT'S
POSCHIAVO 50 ENSEMBLES
HARRIS EISENSTADT DRUMS, CONDUCTOR, COMPOSITION (NY)
SARA SCHOENBECK BASSOON (NY)
YVES CHARUES ALTO SAXOPHONE (QC)
SAM NEWSOME SOPRANO SAXOPHONE (NY)
DON BYRON REEDS (NY)
GÉRALDINE EGUILUZ VOICE, GUITAR, TRUMPET (QC)
DAVID LEE DOUBLE BASS (HAMILTON)
CONNOR BENNETT SAXOPHONES (HAMILTON)
CHRIS PALMER GUITAR (HAMILTON)
NICK FRASER DRUMS (TORONTO)
NYC drummer Harris Eisenstadt leads
a special Something Else! edition of
his ambitious Poschiavo 50 project.
The name references a book of 50
compositions written for small and
large ensembles during a 2017
residency in Switzerland—works that
have been debuted around the world
by the likes of Uri Caine, Erik
Friedlander and Ikue Mori. This
iteration draws upon our esteemed
roster spanning internationals, such
as frequent-collaborator Schoenbeck,
to some of our ﬁnest local talents.

NO SILENZ (FR /QC)
SUSANNA HOOD VOICE (QC)
JASON SHARP BASS SAXOPHONE (QC)
FREDÉRIC B BRIET DOUBLE BASS (FR)
CHRISTOPHE ROCHER CLARINETS (bass, Bb, Eb) (FR)

Nestled ﬁrmly in the bass register, No Silenz springs from a clash of cultures that have been
nourished by minimalist music, alternative rock and African-American rhythms. Celebrated
movement artist and vocalist Susanna Hood, and Constellation Records’ Jason Sharp join
Magma sideman Fred B. Briet and Ensemble Nautilus founder Christopher Rocher for an
excursion in pulse, melody and abstraction.

7 – 11 PM

$25 advance
$30 /35 door

THE ROCK ON LOCKE – Church of St. John the Evangelist

320 Charlton Ave. W. Hamilton

SATURDAY JUNE 22

TIDAL POOL (Hamilton)

IVA BITTOVÁ (CZ /NY)

CONNOR BENNETT SAXOPHONES,
ELECTRONICS

IVA BITTOVÁ VIOLIN, VOCALS

Tidal Pool is Hamilton resident Connor
Bennett’s solo foray into the saxophone’s
nether regions and beyond. Starting from a
strictly instrumental base, he augments his
palette of unfamiliar acoustic colours with
electronic treatments or simple ampliﬁcation. As a musician, craftsperson, and arts
organizer, Bennett as ubiquitous as he is
indispensable within the local arts ecosystem. He plays saxophone in Haolin Munk,
Eschaton, Lee/Palmer/Bennett and was a
founding member of HAVN.

EGUILUZ TRIO (QC)
GÉRALDINE EGUILUZ VOICE, GUITAR, POCKET TRUMPET, BULGARIAN FLUTE, KALIMBA
JEAN RENÉ VIOLA, VOICE
STÉPHANE DIAMANTAKIOU DOUBLE BASS, VOICE

Something Else! 2019’s guest of
honour Iva Bittová has a rare, ineﬀable two-fold gift. She’s versatile
enough to have collaborated with
esteemed artists across the spectrum
of musical expression, yet her sonic
signature remains deeply imprinted,
no matter what the context. Best
described as storyteller who seldom
uses discernible language, her
intimate,
engrossing
narratives
unfold in a unique personal folk
idiom of her own deriving—inspired
by her northern Moravian roots and
countless other traditions.

INDIGENOUS MIND + DON BYRON (Chicago/ NY)
HAMID DRAKE DRUMS, PERCUSSION
JOSHUA ABRAMS DOUBLE BASS, GUIMBRI
JASON ADASIEWICZ VIBRAPHONE
DON BYRON REEDS

Géraldine Eguiluz’s eponymous trio oﬀers an additional perspective on one this year’s latent
thematic through-lines. The Mexican-born, Montreal-based multi-instrumentalist joins
Stéphane Diamantakiou, and Jean René to spontaneously and collectively pose questions
regarding their respective musical/ cultural heritages as well as the nature of existence.
Embracing the lyrical intimacy of chamber music, the grounded visceral quality of folk instrumentation, and both the power and vulnerability that are innate to the human voice, their
secret, less-audible ingredient is harnessing the freedom of listening without intention.

Indigenous Mind (see more about the band on Thursday) welcome Don Byron into the fold for
a very special ﬁrst-time/ one-time collaboration. The endlessly-compatible Byron is just as likely
to integrate into the trio’s reverent spiritual-jazz as he is to instigate a plunge toward unknown
intersections. It’s a partnership that is sure to oﬀer attendees an invigorating balance of
surprise and satisfaction.

SUNDAY JUNE 23

1 – 4 PM

$20 advance
$25 door

SUNDAY JUNE 23

THE ROCK ON LOCKE – Church of St. John the Evangelist
JOANNA DUDA (PL)

Brodie West was in the midst of a
decade-long association with The Ex and
Ethiopian saxophone legend Getatchew
Mekuria when he formed Eucalyptus in 2009.
Now in their own tenth year, the all-star octet
remains a distinct and beloved presence in
Toronto. Languid, poppish melodicism rides a
polyrhythmic web of eclectic rhythms
inspired by various global traditions. All-out
groove and freeform impulse conspire
secretly to produce volatile, but radically
accessible, hybrid forms.

320 Charlton Ave. W. Hamilton

VICTORIA ALSTEIN
BECKY KATZ
JESSICA SOMERS
HEATHER SOUTH
ALL VARIOUS INSTRUMENTS, VOCALS

Joanna Duda’s music moves nimbly back and
forth between acoustic and digital polarities.
Her uncompromisingly sonic mosaic
juxtaposes the processed and synthetic
(voice recordings, pop leftovers, skittery
micro-clicks) against divergent acoustic hues
summoned from all corners of the piano.

BRODIE WEST ALTO SAXOPHONE
RYAN DRIVER CLAVINET
REBECCA HENNESSY TRUMPET
KURT NEWMAN GUITAR
MIKE SMITH BASS
BLAKE HOWARD PERCUSSION
NICK FRASER DRUMS
EVAN CARTWRIGHT DRUMS

$20 advance
$25 door

SOURPUSSY (Hamilton)

PIANO, ELECTRONICS

EUCALYPTUS (Toronto)

5 – 8 PM

with support from

Hamilton’s own Sourpussy generate fantastic,
poetic, and utterly surreal streams of
consciousness. Their dadaesque (mamaesque?) performances are as befuddling as they
are awe-inspiring. Variously mining invented
narratives, lists of ingredients, doctor’s
warnings, repetitions, hallucinatory humour,
and feverish confabulation, they take you on a
journey that you never knew you needed.

EAR-CAM (Toronto)
CHRISTINE DUNCAN VOICE
JOHN OSWALD ALTO SAXOPHONE
TOMASZ KRAKOWIAK PERCUSSION
GLEN HALL WOODWINDS, PERCUSSION,
Kyma X, cataRT

SAM NEWSOME (NY)

Transducing ambient sounds as a means of
sonically ‘photographing’ environments,
EAR-CAM’s works layer tenor sax & bass
clarinet, trumpet and electronic wind instruments, turntables, guitar, bass and drums,
vocals, as well as algorithmic sources from
sound design software, all to elusive and
unsettling eﬀect.

SOPRANO SAXOPHONE

Nominated in 2018 as Soprano Saxophonist
of the Year by the Jazz Journalists’ Association, Newsome experiments to acclaim with
the prepared saxophone, wedding it with an
already-prodigious knowledge of the instrument’s sonic anatomy. Newsome’s dazzling
deployment of multiphonics, slap tonguing,
circular breathing and other alternative
means of activating the instrument, displays
an urgency, insight and dexterity that’s both
peerless and wholly personal.

DON BYRON (NY)
CLARINETS

New York’s Don Byron is a true virtuoso—
eﬀortlessly traversing various musical roles
(clarinetist, pianist, composer, arranger) and a
broad stylistic scope (from free-jazz to
classical, hip-hop to klezmer) with poise and
charisma. His powerful and magnetic imagination will undoubtedly inspire Something Else!
audiences.

